Background {#Sec1}
==========

Most high income countries recommend that influenza vaccination should be targeted at individuals at highest risk of complications following influenza infection, such as those with chronic heart or lung disease, metabolic or renal disease, or immunodeficiencies \[[@CR1]\], as well as the elderly \[[@CR2]\]. Recently, many countries have expanded their definition of high risk to also include pregnant women and the obese, and in 2012 the World Health Organization (WHO) also recommended vaccination of young children (particular those under 2 years of age) as these also have a high risk of hospitalisation given infection \[[@CR3]\]. However, these recommendations tend to consider only the direct benefits of immunisation in individuals (preventing serious complications). Widespread vaccination might also impact on those who are not directly reached by the programme, particularly if vaccination is aimed at children, who are known to play a key role in the spread of influenza \[[@CR4]--[@CR6]\]. Allocating limited health resources to exploit indirect protection could prove to be a more cost-effective alternative than targeting only those at highest risk of disease but with little role in the transmission of influenza \[[@CR7]\].

Estimating the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of transmission-reducing influenza vaccination strategies is complicated as it requires either large-scale community randomised trials \[[@CR8]\] or a mathematical model capable of accurately simulating influenza transmission. Both approaches also need to run over many years as influenza seasons vary in severity due to differences in the virus subtype and intensity of circulation.

Recently, we have reconstructed the transmission dynamics of influenza A H3N2, H1N1, and influenza B in the United Kingdom (UK) from 1995 to 2009 \[[@CR9]\]. This allowed us to test alternative vaccination scenarios and evaluate their population impact over a large time frame. This mathematical model formed the first part of a series of three linked studies presented to the Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation in the UK. These studies prompted the Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation to recommend, in the summer of 2012, to extend the influenza immunisation programme in the UK to all children aged 2--17 years \[[@CR10]\]. The second of these three studies, estimating the burden of influenza, has been recently published \[[@CR11]\]. We present here the last of these studies, which assimilates the information from the earlier two aspects (modelling and burden estimates) to look at the cost-effectiveness of extending the seasonal influenza immunisation programme.

In particular, we explore whether vaccination of high-risk individuals and the elderly (the strategy in place in the UK since 2000) should be supplemented by vaccination of low-risk groups of different ages (from young children to all 50--64 year olds). In so doing we assess whether vaccination of transmitters (low-risk school aged children) is a more efficient use of limited resources than targeting groups with the highest disease burden among those not yet targeted by the elderly- and risk-group strategy (younger children and adults aged 50--64 years). Furthermore, in addition to the original study and in order to generalise our findings to other settings, we employed this framework to explore the cost effectiveness of extending the programme to low-risk groups under different counterfactual scenarios -- for instance, without a programme targeted at high-risk individuals or the elderly.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

We performed a cost-effectiveness analysis of alternative influenza vaccination policies from the perspective of the health service and personal social services, as recommended in the UK \[[@CR12]\].

Vaccination programmes evaluated {#Sec3}
--------------------------------

We evaluated the impact of the seasonal influenza vaccination under seven possible scenarios of extension to low-risk individuals in the following age groups (ordered by size: 2--4 years, 50--64 years, 5--16 years, 2--4 and 50--64 years, 2--16 years, 2--16 and 50--64 years, and 2--64 years) incremental on four different base policies (no vaccination, risk groups only, risk groups and elderly, and risk groups and elderly with risk group at 75 % coverage). The base case of our study is the 'risk group and elderly' policy which was recommended in the UK from 2000 to the time of this analysis (i.e. 2012). The coverage of the extended programme is assumed to reach 50 % while coverage of the base programme is assumed to remain the same as the actual coverage observed in the different years of the study. The detailed figures of the coverage for the different age- and risk-groups for the different years of the study were presented in Table S1 of Baguelin et al. \[[@CR9]\]. Coverage remained modest in low-risk groups but increased steadily in risk groups during the early years of the study following efforts to promote vaccination for individuals at high risk of complications. In the late years of the study, risk group vaccination plateaued around 20 % in children (aged 1--14 years) and just below 50 % in adults. Levels of vaccination in the elderly were comparatively high, remaining constantly between 70--75 % starting from the 2003/2004 season. In the base case, vaccination is assumed to be 70 % in the elderly for the year before the 2000/2001 season when the change of policy was decided. In the risk group-only base policy, the coverage in the low-risk elderly is assumed to remain at 29.3 % after 2000, the average coverage in the previous years in that group.

As there is significant uncertainty in the coverage that may be achieved for the extensions, the base-case assumption of 50 % was varied between 15 %, 30 %, and 70 %. The costs of expanding coverage in the high-risk individuals were assumed to increase linearly with coverage (constant marginal returns). The 53 scenarios evaluated are listed in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} with each cell of the table representing one scenario.Table 1Vaccine strategies evaluated in the studyBase policyNo vaccinationRisk group only (Pre-2000 )Risk group and elderly (Post-2000)Risk group (75 %) and elderlyExtensionNoneXXXX2--4 years50 %50 %15 %30 %50 %70 %50 %50--64 years50 %50 %15 %30 %50 %70 %50 %5--16 years50 %50 %15 %30 %50 %70 %50 %2--4 and 50--64 years50 %50 %15 %30 %50 %70 %50 %2--16 years50 %50 %15 %30 %50 %70 %50 %2--16 and 50--64 years50 %50 %15 %30 %50 %70 %50 %2--64 years50 %50 %15 %30 %50 %70 %50 %Vaccination strategies evaluated in this study. Strategies are built on a base policy and an extension to groups among the population at low risk of complications. Coverage figures are for the extension while for the base policy historical figures observed other the length of the study are used. A total of 53 scenarios have been evaluated, each of them represented by a cell in this table

Model {#Sec4}
-----

We utilise the reconstructed epidemic profiles from Baguelin et al. \[[@CR9]\] and estimate the number of infections that occurred for each influenza strain by age and risk group during the 14-year study period (1995/1996 to 2008/2009) under the actual vaccination programme. In addition, we use the same model to estimate the number of infections that would have occurred under other vaccination programmes; i.e. if the vaccination programme had been extended to other (low-risk) age groups. We repeated this for the other three base programmes (no vaccination, risk group only, risk group and elderly but with a 75 % coverage in risk group).

Details of the evidence synthesis and parameter assumptions for the reconstruction of the past epidemics and the creation of alternative vaccination scenarios have been described earlier \[[@CR9]\]. In brief, the model generates a sample of epidemiological scenarios for each type of circulating influenza strain (H1N1, H3N2, and influenza B) and each of the years of the study by using an adaptive Markov chain Monte Carlo method. This gives a set of epidemics, based on the posterior distributions of the parameters, that reproduces annual strain-specific epidemiological patterns between 1995 and 2009. For each of these epidemics, alternative vaccine scenarios are generated by running the same model with a different vaccine calendar for that year and scenario. This then generates the estimated number of infections that would have occurred under alternative strategies.

We assume in the base case that vaccine coverage is 50 % among low-risk groups and that individuals are immunised in the autumn. Parameters and assumptions of the transmission model can be found in more details in Baguelin et al. \[[@CR9]\].

Linking estimates of infection risks with disease burden risks {#Sec5}
--------------------------------------------------------------

In addition to the number of infections associated with each scenario, the number of associated health outcomes, such as number of clinical cases, general practitioner (GP) consultations, hospitalisations, and deaths, are estimated. The proportion of clinical cases among infections is obtained from Carrat et al. \[[@CR13]\] (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). To link the model-derived number of infections to the other health outcomes (GP consultations, hospitalisations, and deaths), we use an age-specific (and strain and risk specific when available) negative binomial regression model with identity link and intercept. These health outcomes are taken from Cromer et al. \[[@CR11]\] and regressed in the year they are available using the model estimates of infection during these years as predictors. This is similar to the estimation process of the number of deaths resulting from different vaccine scenarios through linking of model-derived infection estimates with death estimates via regression, which has been previously described \[[@CR9]\]. A major difference between the study by Baguelin et al. \[[@CR9]\] and the present study however, is that the deaths results used herein were obtained from the study by Cromer et al. \[[@CR11]\], where deaths are defined as deaths following hospitalisations. This provides a more conservative estimate than regressing against, for example, all-cause mortality. To account for uncertainty in the estimated number of the different health outcomes (including deaths) attributable to influenza per year, we have sampled the estimates from Cromer et al. \[[@CR11]\] using the resulting normal distributions from the regression study rather the mean estimates. Additionally, the GP consultation data were not available by risk group status. The fraction of GP consultations for influenza-like illness (ILI) attributed by risk group is based on the risk group prevalence and the relative risk of an ILI consultation in those in any risk group compared to the low-risk population in an internet-based cohort \[[@CR14], [@CR15]\].Table 2Parameters of the economic modelParameterEstimateUncertaintySourceRelative risk of consulting a GP in a risk group1.51Normal (μ = 1.51, sd = 0.18)Flusurvey (<http://flusurvey.org.uk/>) cohort \[[@CR14]\]Cost of vaccination15.85Triangular (vertices 12, 15.55, 20)Personal communication (Department of Health)Febrile cases0.406Triangular on \[0.309--0.513\]Review of volunteer studies \[[@CR13]\]All ARI cases0.645Triangular on \[0.546--0.733\]Review of volunteer studies \[[@CR13]\]QALY loss per non-fatal ILI case7.49 × 10^-3^Bootstrap from data on H1N1 pdmVan Hoek et al. \[[@CR21]\]QALY loss per non-fatal ARI case1.01 × 10^-3^Normal (μ = 1.01 × 10^-3^, sd = 8.35 × 10^-5^)Camacho et al. \[[@CR14]\]QALY loss per hospitalisation0.018Normal (mu=0.018, sigma=0.0018)Siddiqui et al. \[[@CR22]\]Hospital cost (per episode)£840Lognormal (normal μ = 839, normal σ = 192.1)Baguelin et al. \[[@CR7]\]GP cost (per consultation)£37Lognormal (normal μ = 37, normal σ = 8.4)Baguelin et al. \[[@CR7]\]Values of parameters used in the economic model and their associated uncertainty. As part of the probabilistic sensitivity analysis, more uncertainty is added by using the distributions of estimates from Cromer et al. \[[@CR11]\] rather than the mean estimates when estimating the risk of different health outcomes following one influenza infectionGP, General practitioner; ARI, Acute (non-influenza-like) respiratory infections; ILI, Influenza-like illness; QALY, Quality-adjusted life year

Efficacy and cost of vaccines {#Sec6}
-----------------------------

A recent Cochrane review \[[@CR16]\] suggested that vaccine efficacy was 73 % in years in which the vaccine was well-matched, and 44 % in years when there was a poor match between the vaccine and circulating strains. In addition, a recent analysis by Fleming et al. \[[@CR17]\] on seasonal influenza vaccine efficacy, suggested that efficacy was lower in the elderly (46 %) compared to younger adults (70 %). Since all of the studies included in the Cochrane review were performed on healthy young adults, we assumed that efficacy was 70 % and 46 % in those under or over 65 years of age, respectively, in a well-matched year, which was reduced to 42 % and 28 % in poorly matching years. We assume that children would be immunized with a live attenuated influenza vaccine and that this type of vaccine will produce similar protection to the current trivalent inactivated vaccine in adults \[[@CR18]\].

In the base-case analysis, we also assume that the live attenuated influenza vaccine (LAIV) used for children from 2--16 years of age, has a cost per dose similar to the trivalent inactivated vaccine (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Costs of the vaccination programme were guided by the Department of Health (Stephen Robinson, personal communication). Delivery costs were estimated to be £9.64 per dose (item of service payment of £7.64 and dispensing fee of £2 based on the middle of a range set out in Annex G of the Statement of Financial Entitlements \[[@CR19], [@CR20]\]). The average reimbursement rate (cost per dose of vaccine) was estimated to be £6.21, giving an overall estimate of £15.85 per dose of vaccine. This was varied between £12 and £20 per dose in the probabilistic sensitivity analysis.

Outcome measures and cost effectiveness analysis {#Sec7}
------------------------------------------------

Estimates of the health-related quality of life (QoL) loss associated with non-fatal cases of influenza were taken from the literature \[[@CR21], [@CR22]\] (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Fatal cases were assumed to also lose the average age- and risk-specific discounted quality-adjusted life expectancy. The risk- and age-specific life-expectancy was estimated from a survival analysis of the Royal College of General Practitioners Weekly Returns Service data from 2005 to 2008, using the method described by Melegaro and Edmunds \[[@CR23]\]. Age-specific QoL weights were taken from Kind et al. \[[@CR24]\], using the EQ-5D rating scale. Data for children were absent, and it was assumed that their average QoL weight was somewhat higher (at 0.9) than in the 18--20 year age group (the youngest age group sampled). Risk group specific data were not available, and so both groups were assumed to have the same average QoL weight. In the base-case lost life-expectancy (as a result of death from influenza), was discounted to its present value at a rate of 3.5 % per annum, as recommended by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) \[[@CR12]\]. This was varied as part of the sensitivity analysis.

Influenza seasons vary in severity and, because of this, programmes can present fluctuations of cost-effectiveness on a year-to-year basis; in severe years, it is more cost-effective to vaccinate against influenza than in mild years. As we are interested in the impact of the programme over several years independently of year-on-year variations, the cost per Quality-Adjusted Life Year (QALY) gained are presented as long-term outcomes, in which the impact is averaged over a period of 10 years, each of which was randomly chosen among the study years. We also assume in our model that vaccination in a particular year does not provide protection in the following years. We thus do not model potential residual protection in the face of waning antibodies and drift of circulating viruses. Consequently, the horizon of any studied policy is one season and we do not need to apply discount rates for costs.

Results are also presented in the form of net benefit (NB), where QALYs gained are monetised by assuming that the marginal willingness to pay for a QALY is £25,000. To ease interpretation, most tables and figures are presented as changes in the costs and benefits compared with the strategy in place before the decision to implement a paediatric programme (i.e. the programme in place before 2013). The policy in place in the UK prior to 2013 is similar to the WHO recommendation and will be later referred in this paper as the elderly- and risk-group programme. In addition to comparing alternative programmes to this elderly- and risk-group programme, an incremental analysis is also performed (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}) in which the alternatives are ranked in terms of net costs and the additional benefits and costs of the next most costly strategy is compared, having removed dominated alternatives. We performed probabilistic sensitivity analysis for the economic model using the applicable distributions for the different parameters (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).Table 3Incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs)IncrementICER (£/QALY)Net benefit in £M95 % credibility intervalElderly- and risk-group → 2--4 y2,61374(12--265.7)2--4 y → 5--16 y1,569384.4(85.4--1309.6)5--16 y → 2--16 y3,41458.7(8.4--212.8)2--16 y → 2--16 y & 50--64 y8,09375.9(--11.5 to 346.1)2--16 y & 50--64 y → 2--64 y8,868198.8(--46.8 to 950.8)Table of the incremental cost-effectiveness ratios and net benefit for the proposed immunization strategies. Strategies are ordered in terms of their net cost, and the incremental costs and incremental benefits of the next most expensive strategy is compared with the previous one. Dominated strategies (50--64 year age group and 2--4 and 50--64 year age groups) have been excludedQALY, Quality-adjusted life year

Sensitivity analysis {#Sec8}
--------------------

### Net benefit derived from an extension of the programme to children {#Sec9}

We assessed the benefit derived from an extension of the programme to children (in terms of non-fatal and death-associated QALYs gained per year and individual) in the different age- and risk-groups for the extension to 2--16-year-old, low-risk children. We derived the benefit to children using two methods.

In the first method, we used a simple calculation using a conservative estimate of the cost and QALYs gained through the direct effect of the programme for one vaccinated child. For this, we divided the cost of the vaccine (an upper boundary of cost as cost would be saved through reduced GP consultations and hospitalisations) by the average differential QALY directly gained per vaccinated child. The differential direct QALY per child was equal to the vaccine efficacy multiplied by the probability of developing clinical symptoms (clinical attack rate) and the QALY loss per febrile episode. From this, we derived a conservative minimum attack rate sufficient for the programme to be cost-effective from the direct effect alone.

In the second method, we calculated the group specific incremental cost effectiveness ratio (ICER) and NB by restricting the benefits to those gained in the 2--16 age group. We also calculated what should be the QALY loss associated with LAIV vaccination necessary to cancel the positive impact (in term of NB) in this age group.

### Sensitivity to the cost of the vaccine {#Sec10}

To reflect that the vaccination programme in children might result in higher cost per vaccine dose (whether because of a different delivery model or price per dose), we also performed a sensitivity analysis to vaccine costs; as an alternative to the base case we assume that the costs per dose would increase by £6 in children, bringing the overall cost per dose to be £21.85 in this age group. The choice of increasing by £6, though relatively arbitrary, reflects a plausible increase of almost 40 % compared with the adult cost per dose.

### Sensitivity to non-influenza-like acute respiratory infections (ARIs) {#Sec11}

In the base case, we adopted the conservative position of ignoring the QALY losses associated with acute (non-influenza-like) respiratory infections (ARI). There is little information on the QALY losses associated with ARI to attribute these episodes to influenza. In the sensitivity analysis, we included non-fatal ARI QALY losses through combining recently estimated QALY losses associated with ARI \[[@CR14]\] and estimates of the fraction of infections that lead to non-febrile ARI \[[@CR13]\].

Results {#Sec12}
=======

Impact and cost effectiveness of the elderly- and risk-group programme {#Sec13}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

We calculated the age-specific attack rates during the period of the study defined as the proportion in a given age group experiencing a febrile episode due to one of the three circulating strains of influenza. Results from the model show that the most affected age group in terms of clinical attack rates are children aged 5--14 (15 %) due to high contact rates and limited immunity. The 15--44 and the 6-month to 4-year-old age groups experience similar levels with 13 % and 11 % of attack rates, respectively, while the youngest and eldest age groups present smaller attack rates due to less contact and immunity from either maternal antibodies, past history of exposure to circulating viruses, or immunisation (0--6 months, 7.7 %; 45--64 years, 7.5 %; and over 65 years, 2.6 %). Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} summarises the results of the model in terms of disaggregated outcomes (annual numbers of cases, hospitalisations, costs, QALYs gained, etc.) for each of the strategies. From the results of the first two columns it can be seen that, compared with no vaccination, the elderly- and risk-group influenza programme is likely to be cost effective (ICER: 7475 £/QALY, NB: 253 M£ \[15--829\]).Table 4Summary results of modelScenarioElderly- and risk-groupNo vaccination2--4 y50--64 y5--16 y2--4 & 50--64 y2--16 y2--16 & 50--64 y2--64 yCases mean (000s)5,3256,4744,9144,6682,8824,2692,5591,971322Low3,7874,6413,5063,2681,7643,0061,5131,07530High7,1378,5486,5446,3234,2155,7603,7803,044816GP mean603,095721,152539,893541,134313,892480,317264,246207,97937,544Low368,255451,303323,362321,755169,135283,818133,49595,3433,383High916,4051,056,782822,924826,488536,822737,721458,143377,58095,980Hospitalisations mean11,95716,25910,34810,6487,0249,1135,8124,6351,166Low6,8619,4395,9515,9933,2795,0792,5091,77859High19,15226,64116,82017,30712,29914,95210,4688,7533,223Death mean1,7842,9171,6681,5681,0991,454985778179Low6431,0816025733465302891986High3,9306,4403,6773,3862,5073,1802,2681,887625Non death QALYs mean40,51449,36537,37535,49521,89632,45019,44614,9462,429Low3,8524,7523,5553,3532,0543,0871,7941,33781High126,421152,964115,649111,67667,157101,86558,59745,89910,242Death associated QALYs mean13,55421,66012,68411,9328,37111,0737,5085,9361,316Low5,7118,6695,2794,9172,9624,4972,5611,79152High28,19844,82326,43124,19617,59022,87716,15513,4544,465QALYs loss total mean54,06871,02550,05947,42630,26743,52326,95320,8823,745Low13,25319,35812,38711,7677,95410,9156,9405,336380High141,995177,528131,318125,10576,379114,24868,55952,87011,601Mean programme cost (£K)134,817--149,012187,054191,283201,248205,477257,714418,988Low105,494--117,032147,680151,915159,480163,653206,070335,773High163,856--180,742225,997230,463242,665247,481309,787502,957HC cost mean (£K)32,60740,66428,88629,18417,66925,61514,78811,6872,378Low18,59124,01716,43216,0798,93214,1637,1014,961173High54,17266,36948,27548,48531,08742,38726,17521,2766,130Cost total mean (£K)167,42540,664177,898216,238208,952226,863220,265269,401421,366Low124,08524,017133,464163,758160,847173,642170,753211,031335,946High218,02766,369229,018274,482261,551285,052273,656331,063509,087The average annual number of influenza-like illness (febrile) cases, GP consultations, etc. are shown along with measures of their distribution for each of the strategies (columns)GP, General practitioner; QALY, Quality-adjusted life year

Cost effectiveness of the possible extensions {#Sec14}
---------------------------------------------

The extensions to the elderly- and risk-group programme are presented in the seven right-hand columns of Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. They are ordered in terms of their net cost from left to right. Hence, vaccination of the low-risk pre-school children is the least expensive extension, followed by vaccination of the 50--64 year age group and so on. There is a general trend for the more expensive options to be more effective (reducing cases, deaths and QALYs lost more than the cheaper alternative), but this is not always the case. Vaccination of school children, for instance, results in fewer cases and deaths than vaccination of 2--4 and 50--64 year olds is estimated to, although targeting fewer individuals. Note that a large proportion of the QALYs lost (\~25 %) is estimated to be due to deaths. Note also that the majority of the net costs of the programme are associated with the cost of vaccination. Savings (in terms of health care costs) are relatively small.

Extension of the elderly- and risk-group immunisation strategy against seasonal influenza to either one of the target groups defined earlier is likely to be cost-effective (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). However, strategies that do not include the vaccination of school-aged children are less likely to be cost-effective. The most efficient strategy is extension to 5--16-year-old children while universal vaccination will achieve the highest NB (Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}).Fig. 1Incremental analysis with costs and quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) gained. Estimated change in costs and QALYs gained over the elderly- and risk-group strategy, for each of the extensions to the vaccination programme. Note that the comparison in each case is with the elderly- and risk-group strategy. Each contour line represents 90 % of the Monte Carlo simulations with the coloured point inside being the mean outcome of the scenario. The two diagonal lines represent £20,000 (solid) and £30,000 per QALY gained. Unfilled circles indicate strategies which are dominated by others. The arrows indicate the pathway of increasing costs for the incremental analysisTable 5Sensitivity to discount rates and coverage in risk groupsa) 3.5 % discount (Base case)Extension to2--450--645--162--4 + 50--642--162--16 + 50--642--64ICER2613735017455637194930735046Net benefit in mil £7491460164521604819Lower12--89491049365Higher2663851577614178521073046b) 1.5 % discountExtension to2--450--645--162--4 + 50--642--162--16 + 50--642--64ICER2509703016755398186929434818Net benefit7999487177551642875Lower15--211517126118108Higher2723941615626182021413090c) 0 % discountExtension to2--450--645--162--4 + 50--642--162--16 + 50--642--64ICER2406671516045162178828134590Net benefit83107515190584680941Lower18313525148153159Higher2764011643639186421743139d) Risk groups vaccinated with a 75 % coverageExtension to2--450--645--162--4 + 50--642--162--16 + 50--642--64ICER2748867723936655261838446667Net benefit7286417158463520592Lower11--1771--37559--17Higher2583811438600160718472411Cost-effectiveness ratios (compared with the elderly- and risk-group strategy) and net benefits with associated 95 % credibility intervals using different discount rates (a--c) for future benefits (QALYs) and a different baseline (d) for the coverage in risk-groups (75 %)ICER, Incremental cost effectiveness ratio

We estimated the incremental cost effectiveness ratios and NBs of the vaccination scenarios in the order of increasing costs of the programmes (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). Dominated strategies were excluded. Gradual extension of the programme to all children is cost effective. Inclusion of children aged 5--16 years was found to be the most cost effective extension in the incremental analysis. Further extension to adults and even all individuals remains cost effective. However, it should be noted that more than 10 % of simulations fail to be cost-effective.

Re-evaluation of historical changes {#Sec15}
-----------------------------------

Extending the programme in the UK in 2000 from a risk-group-specific strategy to include those aged 65 years of age and over is likely to have been marginally cost-effective but with significant uncertainty (ICER: 17,023 £/QALY, NB: 12.2 M£ \[--18.6 to 66\]). We find that an extension to children aged 2--16 years would have been a more cost effective extension of the programme at an ICER of 2,555 £/QALY (NB: 526.4 M£ \[96--1824\]).

Strategies incremental on no vaccination {#Sec16}
----------------------------------------

In the absence of an existing programme, implementing first the routine vaccination of children is estimated to be more cost-effective than adopting a risk-based policy as implemented in the UK pre-2000; however, the risk-based policy is cost effective as well. For the vaccination of 2--16-year-old, low-risk children alone we estimate an ICER of 1,679 £/QALY (NB: 610 M£ \[145--1975\]) while the pre-2000 policy of targeting mainly risk groups is estimated at 6,231 £/QALY (NB: 242 M£ \[28--780\]). If childhood vaccination had been in place (targeting the 2--16 year age group), it would still have been cost-effective to extend the programme to include risk groups (incremental ICER of 9,215 £/QALY, NB: 160 M£ \[--19 to 623\]) and then to incorporate the elderly (incremental ICER of 16,482 £/QALY, NB: 5 M£ \[--14 to 39\]), though this last step would have provided much smaller benefits and uncertain cost effectiveness (32 % of simulations are not under a threshold of 25,000 £/QALY).

Scenario and sensitivity analysis {#Sec17}
---------------------------------

### Discount rates and baseline of coverage in risk-groups {#Sec18}

Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} (a--c) presents the sensitivity of our model estimates to the assumed discount rate. In each case, extensions of the vaccination programme from the elderly- and risk-group strategy are shown (i.e. no incremental analysis). Reducing the discount rate increases the cost-effectiveness of extending vaccination, as more QALYs are gained. However, earlier conclusions from the base case remain robust to changes in discount rates. Equally, base case results are robust to the change in baseline coverage in risk groups. Even with a coverage of 75 % in risk groups conclusions regarding incremental and individual benefits of the different extensions remained unchanged, although with slightly higher ICERs and lower NBs.

We compared an extension to the low-risk 2--16-year-olds with an increase in vaccine coverage in high-risk groups to the target level of 75 % (both incremental on the elderly- and risk-group programme). The 2--16 low-risk strategy appears marginally more cost effective with an ICER of 1949 £/QALY (NB 521 M£ \[104; 1785\]) compared with the ICER of 2193 £/QALY (NB 200 M£ \[42; 649\]) associated with increasing vaccine coverage within the at risk population.

### Sensitivity to the level of coverage in the low-risk groups {#Sec19}

We estimated the NB of extending vaccination to the low-risk groups at different levels of coverage for the seven different strategies (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). For all strategies but the universal one (extension to 2--64 years) the costs and the benefits increase with increasing coverage. However, the benefits increase at a higher rate, due to increasing herd protection in the unvaccinated and the vaccinated but not protected. For a universal vaccination programme, a turning point is reached at around 50 %, from where increasing coverage decreases the total NB (though benefits in term of QALY gained still increase).Fig. 2Incremental net benefit over the elderly- and risk-group programme. Incremental net benefit of different extension over the elderly- and risk-group programme for different levels of coverage (left panel) and net benefit for the base case at 50 % coverage (right panel). Dominated scenario are indicated by empty disk and bars

### Benefits derived from vaccination of children {#Sec20}

Results from simple direct conservative calculation ignoring cost saved by reduced GP consultations and hospitalisations using cost and QALY parameters from Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} indicates that, for a threshold of £25,000/QALY, the vaccination programme would be cost-effective from its direct effect if more than 12 % of the child population is affected by at least one strain of influenza during the season.

We further studied the age, risk, and outcome-associated distribution of Quality-Adjusted Life Days (QALD) as a result of extending the programme to include low-risk children aged 2--16 years (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Most of the death-associated QALD gains are indirect gains in the unvaccinated population. They are concentrated in the risk groups, in particular in the elderly (65+) and younger adults (15--44) who are more likely to be in contact with children and in the low-risk elderly. The gain in non-fatal QALDs is more widely spread across the population but is highest in vaccine-targeted children aged 5--14 years and benefiting both the low-risk and the risk group of the same age (not targeted by the extension).Fig. 3Benefits from extension to low-risk 2--16-year-old children. Benefits (in terms of non-death and death-associated Quality-Adjusted Life Days per year and per person of that age and risk group) gained from extension of vaccination to low-risk 2--16-year-old children. The benefit is given for each age and risk group (pink bars low risk, blue bars high risk). Note the change of scale in the last panel

If one was to ignore any indirect protection, extending the elderly- and risk-group programme to children 2--16 years of age only for the benefit of these children (2--16 years), we estimate that the extension would still be cost effective. At full costs but only accounting for benefits in 2--16-year-olds, the ICER would reduce to 7,713 £/QALY and the mean NB to £81m (90 % CI --£31 to £400m). In order for the mean benefit to be offset by the QALY loss associated with LAIV vaccination (still at full costs and only accounting for benefits in the 2--16 year age group), each vaccinated child should experience a health loss of 0.39 QALD from vaccination.

### Additional benefits due to preventing non-influenza-like ARI {#Sec21}

In the main case, we quantify the QALY loss due to influenza infection using febrile episodes. In Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, we show the QALY loss in the different age groups associated with non-febrile acute ARI, indicating that non-fatal QALY loss is mainly associated with febrile episode though non-fatal ARI-associated QALY loss will account for an additional 10 % of non-death QALY loss.

Discussion {#Sec22}
==========

We find that the strategy of vaccinating high-risk individuals and those over the age of 65 years against influenza is cost-effective. This is despite the low level of effectiveness assumed for vaccination of the elderly and the variability in impact from year to year. However, the extension of the UK programme in 2000 to include individuals over the age of 65 years, similar to current WHO recommendations, may not have made optimal use of resources. Although we find that this extension was cost effective, an alternative extension to children would have yielded a substantially higher NB.

Assessing whether the programme should be further expanded to other low-risk groups, we find that annual vaccination of children aged 5--16 years is the most cost effective option. Furthermore, vaccination of children is likely to be more cost-effective and to provide greater NB than improving coverage in the high-risk groups. Much of the impact of childhood vaccination for influenza relies on indirect protection of the community through reduced transmission. However, we find that the vaccination of children remains cost effective even if indirect effects were not taken into account. A simple conservative calculation indicates that if the attack rate in unvaccinated children is higher than 12 %, the policy is likely to be cost-effective even without taking into account indirect effects. Attack rates in excess of this level are likely in most seasons \[[@CR25]\].

Strength and weaknesses {#Sec23}
-----------------------

This study is based on a transmission model fitted to 14 years of surveillance data and hence captures substantial amounts of inter-season variability and provides realistic parameters. It also captures the indirect impact of vaccination which allows us to distinguish between the benefits coming from direct and indirect protection. However, influenza viruses are constantly evolving and there is a chance that childhood vaccination, while retrospectively the best option, may not be optimal for future seasons if the influenza epidemiology changes substantially.

Much of the benefits derived from a childhood vaccination programme accrue to other age groups (in particular the high-risk adults). Therefore, assumptions regarding contact patterns are important. In this study, we used contemporary data on underlying social contacts \[[@CR26]\] as input parameters into the model (priors), and further refined our estimates during the extensive model fitting procedure \[[@CR9]\] (giving posterior distributions for these parameters). The method should therefore ensure that the resulting parameter estimates are relatively robust. Furthermore, the remaining uncertainty in these critical parameters is passed through the economic analysis. The policy choice does seem to be relatively insensitive to this (i.e. there is a relatively high probability that vaccination of children would be deemed cost-effective at £20--30,000 per QALY gained). Nevertheless, vaccination of children to prevent influenza in the population at large is controversial. A number of studies have suggested that it may be effective, although the standard of evidence has generally been weak. The essential interruption of transmission of the 2009 pandemic virus by the summer holidays in the UK \[[@CR27]\] shows the impact that school children can have on the epidemiology of influenza in the UK, and lends support to the hypothesis that vaccination of these age groups may well bring significant benefits to others in the population. With the recent recommendation to vaccinate all children in the US, it is envisaged that further data may be forthcoming on this in the near future. It is also important to note that the benefit restricted to this age group alone is sufficient to make the child vaccination programme cost-effective even without taking into account the benefits in the other age groups.

As recommended by NICE \[[@CR12]\], we took the perspective of the health care provider. It is possible that by restricting our attention to health-care costs, we have significantly underestimated the benefits of influenza vaccination. If a wider societal perspective had been taken (which would therefore include the costs of absenteeism, etc.), vaccinating low-risk adults would be made more cost-effective, possibly changing our conclusions about the economic attractiveness of the option.

It is possible that the analysis presented here underestimates the benefits of extending influenza vaccination to low-risk groups. The burden associated with the epidemics related to the three influenza subtypes circulating may be underestimated in this analysis \[[@CR11]\]. For instance, the death rates were estimated from an analysis of the hospitalisation data, not all cause mortality, which would result in a far higher number of deaths being attributed to influenza, than was used herein \[[@CR11]\]. In addition, the QoL loss associated with non-febrile cases is not included in the main analysis due to a lack of data on this \[[@CR21]\], even though roughly one-third of all infection cases do not result in classical ILI symptoms \[[@CR28]\]. Further, the QALY loss associated with non-hospitalised disease relies on one study only, based on confirmed cases during the 2009 influenza pandemic \[[@CR21]\]. Though we have bootstrapped the data from this study to account for uncertainty, additional estimates resulting from infection by other strains would have allowed us to get stronger confidence in the exact loss of QALYs associated to non-fatal influenza cases and possible variation between strains. Taken together, it is likely that these results are therefore conservative. Nevertheless, the conclusions with regards to childhood vaccination are unlikely to be affected by these possible biases, since it appears that this strategy is likely to be cost-effective.

In our model, the vaccine is assumed to work by reducing transmission and vaccine efficacy is interpreted accordingly. Other modes of action of the vaccine might be consistent with observations of vaccination, such as reduction in probability or severity of symptoms. If vaccination was to reduce symptoms but not transmission, our conclusions would potentially need to be altered by considerably reducing the impact of the indirect protection provided by mass vaccination campaigns.

The model on which this study is built considers the benefits over each individual season and averages these benefits over a 14-year period. It does not consider the impact of repeated vaccinations and the associated effect on immunity in the population. Whether there will be additional benefits from protection carried forward from previous years, or a potential risk of increased susceptibility in the population due to a lack of exposure in the unvaccinated because of herd protection, is uncertain. An extension of our model framework to include immunity from natural exposure and vaccination and linking the seasons could potentially provide further insight.

Comparison with other studies {#Sec24}
-----------------------------

A number of recent studies have attempted to estimate the cost-effectiveness of extending influenza vaccination over the age- and risk-group-specific policy \[[@CR29]--[@CR41]\]. These studies have either looked at extending vaccination to children \[[@CR34]--[@CR40]\], or adults aged 50--64 years \[[@CR29]--[@CR33]\], or in one case universal vaccination \[[@CR41]\]. However, to our knowledge, no previous study has assessed the cost-effectiveness of all of these options in a single analysis. That is, no previous study has fully assessed the opportunity cost of extending vaccination by looking at alternative uses. Taken in isolation, for instance, vaccination of 50--64-year-olds may appear marginally cost-effective (see Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} which is broadly in line with the findings of other studies \[[@CR29]--[@CR33]\]), but when compared with vaccination of children it is dominated. A further strength is the use of a transmission dynamic framework, which is able to estimate the direct and indirect (herd-immunity) effects that may result from influenza vaccination. With very few exceptions \[[@CR37], [@CR38]\], model-based evaluations of influenza vaccination (reviewed in Peasah et al. \[[@CR42]\]) uses static decision-analytic models, which ignore the effect that vaccination may have on others in the community. This leads to, for instance, the finding that vaccination of younger children is more cost-effective than school-aged children \[[@CR34]\], as the burden of disease in younger children is greater. Our study suggests the opposite, as the increased indirect effect resulting from vaccination of school children compared to pre-schoolers exceeds the decreased direct effect. Not only did we use a transmission dynamic model, but we fitted this to a range of surveillance data using Bayesian methods \[[@CR9]\]. Most previous economic models of influenza vaccination have relied on parameter values taken from the literature, rather than attempt to fit their models to a range of data, giving updated and refined parameter estimates and further confidence in results.

Conclusions {#Sec25}
===========

Making use of surveillance data from over a decade in conjunction with a dynamic model, we find that vaccination of children in the UK is likely to be highly cost-effective, not only for their own benefit but also to reduce the disease burden in the rest of the community. The Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation has recently decided to extend the influenza immunisation programme in the UK to all children aged 2--17 years \[[@CR10]\]. The work presented here has helped shape this decision. This suggests that, in countries where children are similarly a main source for the transmission of influenza, childhood vaccination against seasonal influenza may present an opportunity to prevent a higher burden of disease at similar cost to vaccination of the elderly.
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